Some Principle Parts and Their Morphologies
Present
Active
blevpw

Future
Active1
blevyw6

ginwvskw gnwvsomai8
gravfw
gravyw
didavskw didavxw13
1

Aorist
Active2
e!bleya

Perfect
Active3
e&wvraka /
e&ovraka7
e!gnwn9 e!gnwka10
e!graya gevgrafa
e*didavxa dedivdaca14

Perfect Middle
Aorist
4
or Passive
Passive5
w^mmai
w!fqhn
e!gnwsmai11
gevgrammai12
dedivdagmai15

e*gnwvsqhn
e*grafhn
e*didavcqhn16

The normal sign of the future is the addition of a s before the verb ending proper.
All secondary tenses (i.e. imperfect, aorist, and pluperfect) add an e to the front of an initial
consonant or lengthening an initial vowel or diphthong (augment). The aorist has two basic
ending schemes. One adds sa to the stem (in the principal part), and the s combines with labials
and velars exactly as in the future. The other typically involves a stem change (not infrequently
in the form of a lost or added letter) and the addition of the ending on.
3
The perfect active typically prefixes an _e to the verb (reduplication), where _ stands for the
beginning consonant of the verb and adds the ending ka or a to form the principle part. When the
verb begins with a vowel, the reduplication often consists of the lengthening of the initial vowel.
When the verb begins with two consonants, the reduplication often consists of simply prefixing
an e to the verb.
4
The perfect middle or passive will reduplicate like the perfect active and typically adds a mai
ending to the stem of the verb.
5
The aorist passive will typically augment like the active and add either a qhn or hn ending.
6
When the s of the future follows a labial consonant (i.e. one pronounced with the lips)—b, p,
or f—the s combines with this consonant to form the double consonant y (NTGB §163).
7
The verb blevpw shares some of its principle parts with the verb o&ravw. The stem is actually
Vora. The easiest way to understand the formation of the perfect is to see the reduplication
irregularly as e, hence Vora  eVora  eora. The o may or may not be lengthened to w before
adding the ending (MBG 270 n. 1).
8
Sometimes, the real stem of a verb is not exactly the same as the lexical stem (i.e. the stem you
use to find a verb in a lexicon). Here, the stem is gno, which forms the present by gignoskw (the
stem being a mi form) ginoskw  ginwskw  givnwskw (MBG 312 n. 6). However, it is
probably easier to simply remember that the present active has an i between the g and the n.
Also, some verbs may be deponent (i.e. take a middle or passive ending with an active sense),
but these will be studied later.
9
An w appears instead of the typical o because the aorist is from a mi form.
10
A short vowel immediately before a consonant in a verb ending will often lenthen, hence the
stem gno  gnw.
11
Verbs may sometimes add a s after the stem (MBG §46.5).
12
A labial consonant before a m changes into a m (MBG §21.1).
13
The verb stem is actually dak, and the di is prefixed after the fashion of mi verbs. When the s
of the future follows a velar consonant (i.e. one pronounced by touching the tongue to the velum,
or soft palate)—k, g, or c—the s combines with this consonant to form the double consonant x
(NTGB §163).
14
The stem apparently changes to dac for the perfect active.
2

Present
Future
Aorist
Active
Active
Active
17
e!cw
e@xw
e!scon18
lambavnw lhvmyomai20 e!labon
levgw
e*rw'23
ei^pon24

Perfect
Active
e!schka19
ei!lhfa21
ei!rhka25

luvw

levluka

15

luvsw

e!lusa

Perfect Middle
Aorist
or Passive
Passive
ei!lhmmai
e*lhvmfqhn22
ei!rhmai
e*rrevqhn /
e*rrhvqhn26
levlumai
e*luvqhn

The stem apparently changes to dag for the perfect middle or passive.
The dak is used, and a k or g changes to c before the q of the aorist passive (NTGB §213).
17
Note the reversal of the breathing mark. The stem is really sec. However, the s drops out, and
the rough breathing appears to compensate for the loss. However, whenever an aspirate
consonant (i.e. those that come from unrestricted airflow through the mouth)—q, f, c, or &—
elsewhere in the verb, & deasperates into *. When the other aspirate consonant is lost, as in the
future, the & returns (MBG §11.17, 260 n. 10). Yet, again, it is probably easier to simply
remember the odd breathing in the future active.
18
The e in the stem sec dropped out, but the augment is normal (MBG 260 n. 12).
19
The e of the stem sec appears after the c in the lengthened form of h (MBG §45.3, 260 n. 10).
20
The stem vowel a has simply lengthened to h (MBG 306 n. 6).
21
This stem reduplicates simply with the vowel e. Its morphology is: lab  elab  eilab 
eilhb  eilhf  eilhfa  ei!lhfa (MGB 306 n. 7).
22
The letters b or p change to f before the q of the aorist passive (NTGB §213). Otherwise, the
augment is regular with the stem vowel lengthened as in the perfect.
23
Relatively rarely, verbs may have more than one stem. Here the stem was Ver. The V is an old
Greek letter called the digamma that had fallen out of use by the Koine period; however, its
influence could still be felt in word formation. In this case, V simply dropped off (MBG 261 n. 23). Yet, it is probably easier to think of the stem as er. The accent is irregularly placed because
this word ends in a liquid consonant (i.e. one pronounced with the tongue touching or near the
front of the mouth while allowing air to flow freely [as a liquid] on both sides)—l, m, n, or r
(MBG §11.18). These verbs form their futures slightly differently than other verbs, but this need
not be a concern at present.
24
The stem here is Vep and the principle part is formed: Vep  eVep  eep  eip  eipon 
ei^pon (MBG 261 n. 4).
25
The stem Vrh is reduplicated only with the vowel e as follows: Vrh  eVrh  eirh 
eirhka  ei!rhka (MBG 261 n. 5).
26
The stem Vrh is used as follows: Vrh  eVrh  errh  errhqhn  e*rrhvqhn.
Alternatively, the h of the stem may also shorten into e (MBG 261 n. 7).
16

